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My invention relates to one-piece buckles and 
more especially to those having means on the 
ends and crossbars for engaging straps, webbing, 
and the like. ' 

5 This application is a continuation in part of 
my copending application No. 381,922 ?led July 
29, 1929, now Patent No. 1,934,951. 

Heretofore integral means for holding straps 
in detachable, adjusted position on a wearer by a 

10 one-piece buckle have been by teeth placed on 
the narrow inner marginal edge of the buckle 
ends or lips. These teeth possess a number of 
disadvantages. They perforate the strap. This 
necessitates displacing the weave. When the 

15 strap is subjected to strain, the weft of the weave 
adjacent to the teeth is forced bodily to’ one side, 
until enough of the threads are jammed together 
to resist the pull on the strap. The resistance the 
weave offers is progressive increasing with the 

2 number of threads displaced. This results in 
considerable slip of the strap on the buckle es 
pecially in the case of loose weaves. Wear on the 
strap increases with the slip. ,Moreover since the 
strain is localized on a few threads of the weave, 
there is intensi?ed wear and tear at the point of 
puncture. Moreover there is always the danger, 
when these buckles with teeth are used on gar 
ments, of their ends or points cha?ng the wearer. 
By my invention, I overcome these defects. 

Indeed I do away with the necessity of using 
teeth; nor do I limit myself to roughening the in 
ner edges of the ends, but dispose such means for 
engaging and holding the strap over the entire 
relatively broad upper and/or under surfaces of 
the sides of the ends and the crossbar wherever 
the strap, on being, passed through the buckle, 
comes into close contact with such surfaces. I 
provide novel holding means by roughening in 
various ways these surfaces as well as the edges 

40 with which the strap comes in contact, and by so 
rougheninghave a substitute for teeth. I roughen 
the surfaces in such manner that the strap is not 
pierced through or perforated but is held by its 
threads catching on the roughened lower and up 

45 per surfaces of the ends and crossbar and/or the 
edges thereof. When strain is brought on the 
strap it is transmitted to the ?bers of certain 
‘threads as well as in certain cases to the weave 
of the cloth, as explained hereinafter. These 

so ?bers of the threads offer at least initially greater 
resistance to being torn off or broken than does 
the weave offer to being displaced, by teeth. 
Furthermore by merely roughening'the surfaces, 
the holding means is distributed over a larger 

55 part of the strap. The give or slip of the strap 
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is lessened, since the ?bers of the thread offer a 
maximum of resistance from the start. 
My invention not only lessens the wear on the 

strap, but should the outer surface of the fabric 
become worn, the inner layers will remain intact. 
By my invention, the effective life of the strap 
is greatly increased. ' Moreover 
surfaces on my buckle catch on 
more readily than teeth. 

the roughened. 
the strap much 

My invention consists not only in’the manner 
of roughening the surfaces, but also in the loca 
tion of such roughened surfaces on the buckle. 
By utilizing these hitherto unused surfaces of 

the crossbars and the ends, their greater area en 
ables the holding means and consequent wear on 
the strap to be spread over a much greater por 
tion of the strap than would be 
use of the narrow edges only as 
By roughening the surface in various ways, 

possible by the 
holding means. 

strap is engaged and. held without perforating 
the fabric. By making the height- of the serra 
tions along the narrow edges of the ends and cross 
bar less than the thickness of the fabric complete 

15 

‘the ' 

20 V 

penetration is avoided. Thus the fabric not only‘ I 
furnishes a hold for the roughened surface ‘but I , 
also a harbor, housing securely 
surfaces, and removing all dange 

sist in holding the strap. 
tively few serrations forming 
the inner edges of the ends. 

teet 
The 

the roughened 
r of chafing the ~ 

wearer. If desired all the inner narrow edges 
of the ends and cross bar may be serrated to as 

Formerly compara 
h were made on 
se teeth varying 

in number from two to nine had to be of substan 
tial size since they bore all 
tween them. Moreover at 

the uniformity in 
cold rolled steel of today. 
teeth were designed to pierce 
est fabrics, their length had to 
longer than the thickness 
prevent their 

the strain divided be 
?rst one piece buckles 

‘were made of metal of inferior'vquality, lacking 
gauge and high strength of the 

Moreover since the 
through the thick- ' 

'40 be considerably 
of such fabric; ‘To 

breaking or bending under "the 
localized strain such teethuhadwto have a wide 
base. 
By spreading the holding mass over the buckle .7 

as already explained, I distribute‘ the strain, one 
roughened surface coacting'with 
the strap in detachable adjusted 
buckle. ‘ 

another to hold 
position on ‘the 

I similarly distribute the strain along 
the strap. vFurthermore I replace the teeth by a 
row of ?ne serrations so small that seventeen or 
more may be placed along an edge-that would 
hold only half that number of teeth; Such small 
serrations catch on the surface of 'the fabric 
so readily that the lips on the ‘en ds of the buckle 
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.2. 
can’be bent down at a less angle .than formerly. 

' Ifv the strap be of leather or other impervious 
smooth material, it may be held by the roughened 
surface merely indenting that portion of the strap 
withrwhich it comes into. close Contact and thus 
increasing the frictional resistance. . 
'I have described in general terms one method 

' of roughening the smooth plane surfaces‘of the 

10 

buckle blank by scoring, serrating. or otherwise 
cutting‘ into its narrow edges so as) to raise short 
projections thereon which catch and partly pierce 
the strap, without perforating it. vThere'is an 

1 other method of roughening or breaking the broad 

r20 

smooth plane surfaces inorder to enable them 
to‘ hold or assist in ‘holding the straps detachably 
in adjusted position. This method is by stamping 

. or otherwise bending portions of the blank itself . 
without cuttingzor scoring the' surface.‘ Thus 
one or more of the end lips. or cross bars Whose 
surfaces'come into close contact with the strap 

’ mayxbe corrugated-and'formed into ‘a series of 
ridges andggrooves. ,The resulting broken sur 
face's'may, be of various formsbut in all the blank 
itself" is bent and the strap is held by friction. 

¢ Thus ithis “essential that the corrugations‘ or 
V series of small projections have angular corners 
to indent and, hold the strap ,withoutpenetrating 

V or otherwise catching its surface. 

30 
The. chief effectiveness of the corrugations, 

however, is at .the edgesadjacent the slots, where 
the bight of the strap takes a sudden turn in 
direction when threaded throughthe buckle. The 
sharper thisturn is made, the greater the holding 
power.’ If the turn is su?iciently sharp, the un 
even, surface at the end of the corrugations act 
in a similar manner to blunt teeth, sharply'in 
.,denting__~the~strap and engaging the nap without, 

» however,‘ piercing the surface or displacing the 
weave. 1' 1 

_ : :1;;By¢illustrating various'ways of vroughening, the 
* .special‘type andglocation thatis best adapted 
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forthe;materialtoflwhich the strap is made can ' 
.b'ei‘chosenglf desired,all theedges of the buckle 
may be cut, smooth and the roughened under-sur- ‘ 
face of, therends and/or the upper surface of 
the crossbar reliedon to take a ?rmghold on the 
strap; Howeveryif it is desirable’ for the edges 
to assist in holding theistrap, these edges may be 
so serrated aslalready explainedthat they engage 
.thestrap without perforating it more than part 
'_way through. , l 7 , V ' ~ 

Byrmy invention the cost, of the die, is reduced 
anditsv life increased; ‘Moreover, thelength of 
time required fortumbling‘ the buckles is dimin 
ished”; J.‘ I M V. j V » 

I ;The accompanyingdrawing sets forth clearly 
:my invention to those skilled in theart. 

Figs. 1, 3, 5, and 7 are topfplan views of one- ‘ 
bar buckles showing various ways of roughening 
‘the surface. 7 r‘ > 

Figs.'r9, 11,13, l5, 1'7 are; top plan views of 
> \two-bar'buckles showing various ways of roughen- . 
ing their surfaces.v i - 

5 "Figs. 110, 12, 21,-_-14,fi6 and 18 are sections ' 

. of-FigsgQ, 1'1, 13, l5>and 17 respectively. 
170 

Fig.i20 is’a section through “~20 of Fig. 19. I 
“1; .Throughout-the description _r“clongitudinal”‘ 
fmeans the direction} from end to end, .or that in 
.which a strapeend is passed, and “transverse”, 
“crosswise” or ‘.‘lateral”, the direction from Side . 

Fig. 19is a top plan view of a three-bar buckle. 

‘ an’ 'outer one. 

, layer of fabric resist being displaced. . , . , V U Forpracticalreasons- in making buckles out . ' ’ 
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to side of the buckle. “Ends” are inclusive of 
lips, and “strap” includes any kind of webbing 
'or strip of material adapted to be passed through‘ " ‘ 
the buckle. The‘ upper and under surfaces of the ' 
sides of the ends and cross bars distinguishes from 
their edges. The description of the rough? sur 
faces is made-looking down on the buckle unless < 
otherwise noted. The term corrugation'includes 
any deformation of the blank which causes small ' 
projections bumps or other irregularities of sur 
face which form a series whether the intervening‘ 

their original plane; 
tions or any other cutting of the blank. 

It will be seen that in Figs. 1 to 41 disclose the? 
ends of two.‘ types of buckles, bent to roughen the 
broad outer and inner surfaces of the endsinto 
irregularities which I. broadly term corrugations, 
though: differing greatly. In both these types of ' 
buckles there are'no lips and the narrow inner " 
edges of the ends are serrated more or less. In' 
the three types illustrated in Figs. 9 to 12 and 
15 and 16 lips are provided, which'are bent into 
various other forms of corrugations, whilesthefv 

at.‘ edges of the lips are kept straight. In these types 
friction, gained ‘by deforming the ?at contacting 
surfaces of the straps until they conform to the ~ 

- portions of the blank are bent down or kept inf 

Itldoes not include serra- ’ 

corrugations on the lips, is relied on to, hold or . 
assist the ?nely. serrated edges of the crossbars 
in holding the strap detachably in adjusted posi-' 
tion on the buckle. " 

It- will also be seen that my disclosure in’ this " 
and my co-pending application include not only} 
friction means but also means of holding a strap 
by partially penetrating .it. ‘By breaking the 
smooth contacting surfaces by scoring orrflnely 

, serrating them, small projections are formed _ 
thereon su?iciently numerous and sharp to catch _ 
on contacting surfaces of the .strapireadily-and 
sufliciently small to pierce through thesurface 
but penetrate part way only through the strap. 
Since the fabrics of which strap are‘ made con- “ 1 

sist oftwo or more thicknessesior series of threads _' 
or otherrflex'ible material, at least one of these 
series may be perforated without perforating‘the» 3 ' 
fabric or exposing'the ‘ends of the'lprojections, ' 
which rest imbedded in the otherseries of threads. w 
Furthermore sincerstraps especially of thin‘ 

fabrics usually consist of several layers or plies. of 
fabric these ends may completely. perforate one 

power of the scored surface is increased. For in 

apartythe threads andiweave of the perforated 

of sheet material on pressesscoring or cutting‘of 
the surface is limited to‘ thenarrow ~marginal 
.edges of the lips '_(end's) and scross-bararwhereas 

I addition to the resistance'the fibers of the'thread, _ 
in‘which the end is imbedded,- offer to being'pulledr ' 

the corrugations are limited to the‘broa'd upper ~ 
and lower- surfaces thereof. Thus both. these 
novel means of holding the strap, i. e. byrpartial 
penetration .only and by frictionyof the broad 
‘surfaces can easily be’ combined to coactas , 
illustrated and described heretofore in this and " 
my copending application. The corrugated broad 
,surfaces are there disclosed as holdingboth' with 
'and without the’ assistance of fine serrations on} 
the ‘edges. . , _ I , _ 

Both of these novel means of holding the strap 

to 

are characterized-by having irregularities or ‘ ‘ 
roughness of surface su?iciently sharp and angu 

._lar toholdwcontacting‘portions of the strap, andlj5 

50 
or more layers of fabricand remain imbedded in. ‘ ' .7 

In the ilattercase the holding ,; 
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sufficiently small to house and conceal the rough 
ness'under the outer surface of the strap by 
penetrating if at all no more than part way 
through the strap. 
The strap is shown only at l in Figs. 2 and 20. 

In the various types of one, two or three-bar 
buckles shown and illustrated in Figs. 1 to 20, 
the end of this strap is passed up through one end 
slot over all the cross bars and down through the 
other end slot and pulled taut, so that the upper 
surface of the strap is brought into close contact 
with the under surfaces as well as the edges of the 
ends, and the under surface of the strap is simi 
larly brought into close contact with the rough 
ened upper surface of the Crossbars. A part or 
all of such surfaces is roughened for the purpose 
of engaging the strap in the manner already de 
scribed. , 

The one-‘piece buckles illustrated in Figs. 1 
to 20 have frames formed of the ends‘v (l), and 
the sides (2). In Figs. 1 to 8 a single cross-bar 
(3) divides the interior of the buckle into two ' 
slots (4) extending from side to side. These one 
bar buckles are fastened permanently to the body 
of the fabric by means of the loops (8) Figs. 1 
and 2, sewed over the crossbar adjacent the sides 
of the buckle. 
The two-bar buckles, Figs. 9 to 18, can be either 

permanently fastened by loops like the one-bar 
buckle, or rivets can be used as shown in Figs. 
1'7 and 18. 
The three-bar buckles, Figs. 19 and 20, are 

designed to be permanently fastened to a strap 
end without the need of sewing or riveting. 

Figs. ‘7 to 20 show buckles provided with lips 
(23) extending from the inner edge of the end 
and bent downwards at varying angles. These 
?gures show various ways of roughening the lips. 
These downwardly disposed lips deeply indent the 
strap passed up through the adjacent slots, when 
it is pulled taut, and thus create friction. If the 
smooth broad under surface of these lips is broken 
and corrugated this friction is increased. Since 
the lips are attached to the frame ofthe buckle 
on only one edge, they can be easily bent and 
contracted without changing the shape of the 
frame or drawing of metal, or excessive wear on 
the dies. 
In Figs. 9 to 18 the two-bar buckles have all 

four edges of the crossbars indented with a row 
of ?ne serrations, (5), as already explained'in 
my co-pending application No. 381,922. In tum 
bling the buckles, any sharp edges would be 
rounded off somewhat. 
In this type of two cross-bar buckle the inner 

row of serrations grip the rivets (24) and prevent 
them from slip-ping sideways (sideslip) . 
In Figs. 1 and 2 not only is the center bar cor 

rugated, as shown inrny co-pending application 
No. 381,922, but the ends are similarly corrugated 
over their entire surfaces. These corrugations 
consist of a series of parallel V-shaped ribs or 
ridges alternating withparallel V-shaped fur 
rows or grooves running across the ends and 
center bar- from edge to edge. These corruga 
tions (9) as already explained, hold or assist in 
holding a strap passed through the buckle in de 
tachable, adjusted position thereon. The edges of 
the crossbar and the inner edge of the ends have a 
row of ?ne serrations (5) illustrated and de 
scribed in my co-pending application No. 381,922, 
which coact with the corrugated surfaces in hold 
ing the free end of the strap (1). The corruga 
tions on the sides of the crossbar also coact with 

3 
its rows of ?ne serrations on the edges in pre 
venting side-slip. 

. The buckle is permanently attached to the body 
of the fabric (ID) by means of the loops (8) sewed 
or passed over the crossbar (3) near its ends and 
adjacent the sides of the buckle, in such manner 
that most of the roughened upper surface of the 
crossbar is left exposed to catch the under surface 
of the strap when brought into close contact, both 
with the corrugations on the upper surface and 
the row of ?ne serrations along the edges of the 
crossbar. 

In Figs. 3 and 4 only that part of the surfaces 
adjacent the edges of the crossbar and the inner 
edge of the ends is roughened by a series of 
embossments and indentations respectively semi 
teat-like in form on the edges at I2 and H, dis 
appearing as they run from the edges inwards. 

- The edges of the crossbar (3) are, turned up at 
31, and the inner edge of the ends turned down 
at 35, the‘ better to nip and hold the strap. 

‘in 
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Figs. 5 and 6 show the entire upper surface of . 
the crossbar pitted (35) from underneath like a 
nutmeg grater. 

In Figs. 7 and 8 the. lips are straight-edged and 
have teeth (it) cut from their surfaces to pro 
trude slightly underneath. The pin or boss (IQ) 
is provided on the center of the crossbar (3) to 
engage a hole in the strap. . 
In Figs. 9 and 10 the broad upper and under 

surfaces of the lips are roughened by short, shal 
low, channel-shaped corrugations (18) extending 
across the lips to their edges. These corrugations 
form a series of alternate parallel and similarly 
shaped ridges and grooves, the grooves on one 
surface forming the ridges on the other with 
angular corners to'sharply indent the strap. The 
ridges and grooves end flush with each other to 
form _a straight edge for the lips as shown. 
In Figs. 11 and '12 and 21 the lips are shown 

bent into similarly disposed corrugations forming 
a-‘series of bulges or bumps (31 ) resembling arti 
?cial teeth, with the inner‘ edge of the lips 
straight as shown in ‘Fig. 21. The joinder of these 
teeth together form on the under surface ridges ~. 
to indent, the strap and increase‘ the friction 
means as shown in Fig. 12. The V shaped grooves 
on the outer surface also serve the same purpose. 
In Figs. 13 and 1a the lips along their edges 

are serrated by a novel arrangement of'teeth, the r 
customary sharp, V-shaped teeth‘ (13) alternat 
ing with square-ended teeth (2|). 'These square 
teeth serve to protect the sharp points of the 
adjacent teeth in tumbling. The row of ?ne 
points (5) on the edges of the crossbars extends 
only for a short distance along the end adjacent, 
the sides of the buckle, so as to hold the loops 

25 
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or rivets against side-slip. ' The rest of the edges , 
of the crossbars is straight, the strap being held 
by the teeth on the lips. - - 

Figs. 15 and 16 show corrugations running along 
the ends and lips from side to- side of the buckle. 
The edge of the lips is upset to form an alternate 
series along the straight'edge of the lips of slight 
»ly raised notches 28 so'short as to ‘be burrlike 
along the margin of the broad inner surface cor-Y 
responding to smaller indentations on the margin 
of the broad outer surface of the lips, with the 
edge of the lips straight as in Fig. 21. 

Figs. 1'7 and 18 as explained show the manner 
of passing the rivet between the two cross-bars. 
The ends of the rivets are upset'as at 29 so asto 
be almost ?at. ’ 

In the three-bar, four-slotted buckle shown in 
Figs. 19 and 20, the lips (23) projecting down 
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' sharp teeth (I3) alternateteeth pointing towards , 
or away from the buckle ends. The alternate‘ 

'10 

'40 
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' least‘assist in holding, contacting portions of the’ 

4 
Ward at an angle of approximately 30 degrees, 
have their edges scalloped at 33. All the surfaces 
of the three cross-bars are provided with rows of 

teeth, pointing in the direction in which the ?xed 
strap end 34 is passed, protrude slightly below 
the buckle, while the alternate teeth, pointing in 
the direction that the free strap end‘! is passed, 
protrude slightly above‘ the buckle. VA pin or 

7 boss I4 is providedin the middle'of the center 
crossbar. . . 

This buckle is attached permanently to the 
strap end 3li,'without sewing-or riveting. The 
strap, end as‘shown in Fig. 20, is passed up 
through one ofthe center slots 4, over the center 
crossbar 33; so as to embrace "the pin l4 and 
down through the. other’ center slot with its' end ' 
engaged by the downwardly protruding teeth on 

‘the outer crossbar 3. ‘Thus the buckle is held I, 
permanently fastened to the strap.“ by the row 
of points on each side of the two central slots, 
by the pin. on :the center crossbar 
teeth on all three crossbars. I 
The free end of the loose‘strap 1, when it is, 

' desired to fasten itjin detachable ladjustedposi- ' 
'tion on the buckle, is passed up through an outer 
slot 4 over all three crossbars and down through 
the other outer slot. Its surface is then engaged 
and held‘by the scallops 33 on the edges of the 
lips, by the row of points along the outer edges 
of the outer crossbars, by the teeth on upper 
side of all three Crossbars and'by. the pin ?tting 
into one of the holes on the strap end. ' a 

This type of buckle is designed for shoes,\belts 
and other leather goods‘. 7 . _ I > 7 

Having described'nrv invention,-I claim: 7 
> 1.‘A slotted buckle‘for detachably holding‘ a 
strap in adjusted position thereon, comprising a' 
frame of two ‘ends anditwo sides, and having at 
least one cross bar dividing 'the'ibuckle into a 
plurality of slots, and lips extending from each 
end downwardly into the slots, and having broad _ 
upper and lowerrsiirfaces,v the lower broad-sur- ' 
faces being ,roughe'nedwith projections and de 
pressions with angular corners to catchand at 

strap when pulled taut'through the buckle into 

close contact with said portions.‘ ,- I .- V ;2. A buckle comprising a frame of; two sides 

and two‘ ends, with a cross .bar dividing the 
buckle into'slots, and having on its broad ‘upper. 
face an‘ uneven broken surface. 'of’ysu?icient 
angularity to catch threads in close contact there. 
with, rpenetratingronly part way through the 
cloth, and of su?icient area to catch and hold 
both the retentive’ means used to fasten the 
buckle permanently'to a garment and the threads 

' ' of alarge part of the underside of astrap passed 
60 
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through the'buckle into closecontactwiththe 
cross bar. ' ~ ~ 

' .3; In a buckle,‘ a frame comprising av single ' 
piece of sheet metal having'aslot bounded by a" 
baratone side thereof, said bar having a smooth 
uninterrupted surface area on each face thereof, 
and the, metal at that edge ofuthe bardeiining 

I ' one‘edge of the ‘slot forming a,‘ substantially 
‘smooth and uninterrupted edge’ and being pro 
_vided with a series of corrugations comprising 

'70 
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Tribs extending transverselyooutlof the plane of 
"the bar and extending backwardly from said 
edge, said corrugations merging with the smooth 
and uninterrupted surface ‘on'each face of the 
bar. I 

4. In a, buckle, a frame comprising a. single 

and by the . 
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- piece of sheet material having a slot enclosed _ 

, within the frame, the portions of material adja 
cent one side .of theslot and de?ningthatiedge ' 7 

of the slot being provided withra sseriescf'corrua 
, gations comprising ridges. rectangular .in cross 
section with two strongly de?ned corners suffi 
ciehtly sharp to deeply indent only leaving its 
‘face unscarred and unbroken, a strap brought 
into close, contact therewith leaving its, surface 7 ' 

1O ' of the, plane of. the buckle. 
unpierced, the ridges extending transversely out 

5. In a buckle,~a frame comprising a single piece 
of sheet metal ‘having a slot boundedby metal 
at one side thereof having a smooth andun 
interrupted surface area on each face thereof 

a and the, metal de?ning that edge of the slot form 
ing a substantially smooth and uninterrupted 
edge and beingprovided with a series'of corru-f 
gations- comprising ribs extending transversely 
out of the plane of the frame'and extending back 201' ‘ 
wardly from said edge, said corrugations merg- ' ' 

ing ‘with theismooth and uninterrupted surface" ‘ 
on each face-of the frame. , _ ‘ I > 

6. In abuckle, a frame comprising a single piece 
of sheet metalihaving aslotbounded by a~=bar' 
at ‘one side thereof, said barf having a’ smooth 
uninterrupted surface area on each face thereof 
and the metal at that, edgeof the bar: de?ning . 'V I 
one edge of the slot forming a substantially 
smooth and uninterrupted vedge7and being pro? 
vided with a series 'of corrugations comprising 
ribs extending transversely out’ of the plane of 
the frame and extending backwardly from said 
edge, said corrugations merging 'withl'the smooth 7 
and uninterrupted surfaces on each face ofv the. 
bar, and additional means‘to assist at least in 
securing the free end of a-web'to the frame. 
' ‘ 7. In a buckle, a frame comprising a single piece 
of sheet- metal having a slot, bounded by- abar 
at onesidethereof, said bar havinga?at smooth 
uninterrupted surface‘ area on each face thereof 
and’ the metal at thatredge ofQthe bar de?ningi 
one edge of the slot beingprovidedfwith a series 
,of corrugations 'extending‘transversely of- the 7’ 
slot‘and mergingwiththe ?at smooth andquni ' 
interruptedisurface. on each face .Iof the bar. :, 

. 8. In a buckle, a frame comprising‘ a, single 
piece of sheet metal having a longitudinalslot, 
the portions'of the, frame onopposite sides of the 
slot having ai?atsmooth and uninterrupted sur4 
‘face area onfeach face thereof, and ,the metal 
of the frame de?ning each edge of. the slot being 
provided with a‘se'ries'of corrugations extending 
transversely of the slot and merging with the flat 
smooth and uninterrupted surfaces on each face 
of the frame. ' ' ' ' ‘ " 

9. Ina buckleja central cross ‘bar with‘ 
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stantially straight‘ smooth edges dividing "the f 
buckle into two slots, with a‘ smooth surfaceiarea ‘ 
on each face'of‘ the cross‘, bar,’ andvcorru'gations' 

, adjacent eachslot extendingbackwardly, there'- ' 
frornand merging with" the smooth surface on’ 
each face of thezcro'ss bar; ‘ " ‘ 

I 10. In a ‘buckle, a frame " with 'twocsends and 7 
two sides and a crossbar dividing the interior’ 

. of the buckle into two‘slots'andv a lipfdepending ’ 
from the inner edge of ‘each end,’ each end'hav 

the face thereof‘, the‘broad- surface on each face 
of the lips forming a series of ' corrugations ex? 
tending backwardly from the edge of the lips and 

inga smooth and uninterrupted surface area .on o ' 

'rnergingwiththe smooth surface on the-ifacefof ‘ ' 
the ends; ' ' ' 

V 11:, In a buckle, ‘a frame, a cross b'ar'dividing 
the interior of the buckle into two'slotsy'and‘ two 

60 
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oppositely disposed lips with substantially 
straight smooth edges depending from the inner 
edge of the frame and integral therewith, both 
faces of the lips having a smooth and uninter 
rupted area thereon, and that part of the lips 
adjacent the slots having a series of corrugations 
extending backwardly from the slots and merg 
ing with the smooth surface on each face of the 
lips. 

12. In a buckle, a frame and two lips integral 
with and depending from the inner edge of oppo 
site portions of the frame, and a cross bar divid 
ing the buckle into two slots, the lips having sub 
stantially straight smooth edges, the edges of 
the lips along the slots being upset to form a 
row of irregular burrlike ridges. 

13. In a buckle, a one piece frame enclosing a 
slot, having an integral lip with substantially 
straight smooth edges extending from the inner 
edge of the frame, the broad faces, of the lip 
being roughened adjacent the slot to sharply in 
dent only the surface of the strap passed through 
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the slot into close contact with the roughened 
faces, the edge of said lip being substantially 
straight and smooth. 

14. A buckle having a frame and a cross bar 
dividing the interior of the buckle into two slots 
and two oppositely disposed lips, each extending 
into different slots from the inner edge of the’ 
frame, the broad faces of each lip being rough 
ened adjacent the slots to sharply indent only 
the surface of the strap passed through the slots 
into close contact with the roughened faces. 

15. In a buckle, a frame with two ends and two 
sides, having a smooth uninterrupted surface 
area on each face thereof, and a lip projecting 
from the inner edge of each end, the broad 
surfaces forming the two faces of the lips having 
a series of corrugations extending over said sur 
faces of the lips and merging with said area on 
each face of the ends to assist at least in hold 
ing the buckle in adjusted position on a web. 
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